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ABSTRACT
Measurements of a Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have become
increasingly consistent with the predictions of the Standard Model (SM). This fact
puts severe constraints on many potential low-energy extensions of the Higgs sector of
the SM. In the well-known Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM), an ‘alignment limit’
of parameters readily furnishes one SM-like scalar, and can be achieved naturally
through an underlying symmetry. Among the other physical states of the 2HDM,
a charged scalar H± would provide striking evidence of new physics if observed.
We propose a novel technique for the observation of the process pp→ tbH± → tt¯bb¯
in the dileptonic decay channel at the LHC. The reconstruction of events in this
channel is complicated by multiple b-jets and unobserved neutrinos in the final state.
To determine the neutrino momenta, we implement a neutrino weighting procedure
to study, for the first time, the tt¯bb¯ signature. We further train a pair of boosted
decision trees to reconstruct and classify signal events. We determine the result-
ing reach within the context of naturally aligned 2HDMs, such as the Maximally
Symmetric Two Higgs Doublet Model (MS-2HDM). By testing at the integrated
luminosity of 150 fb−1 achieved in Run 2 of the LHC, we find that this channel may
restrict the parameter space of a Type-II MS-2HDM with charged Higgs masses as
high as 680 GeV.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
One of the great achievements of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has been the discovery
of a resonance around 125 GeV [1, 2], whose measured signal rates in dominant decay
channels increasingly agree with that of a Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [3]. The
observation of a Higgs boson further opens the door for the possibility of extended Higgs
sectors, with parameters constrained by measured properties. One of the simplest such
extensions is the Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) [4], which introduces one additional
electroweak isodoublet. Versions of the 2HDM appear in a variety of well-motivated scenarios
for new physics, both with and without supersymmetry [5–7], in which the additional Higgs
field is either an essential ingredient or necessary byproduct in addressing issues such as the
origin of dark matter, the generation of a baryon asymmetry, the gauge hierarchy problem,
and the strong CP problem.
Any version of the 2HDM attempting to describe the observed 125 GeV state, h, must
be able to reproduce the SM-like signals seen at the LHC. One simple way to achieve this,
known as the ‘decoupling limit’, is to set the masses of additional scalars so high that they
play a minimal role around the electroweak scale [8]. Another possibility, which can lead to
new scalars at energies accessible to the LHC, is the ‘alignment limit’, where the parameters
of the theory force one CP-even scalar to have SM-like couplings [9–15]. While this limit can
be achieved by pure conspiracy of parameters, it is more natural to consider the possibility
that it arises from an underlying symmetry [10, 14, 16–18]. The simplest scenario, dubbed
the Maximally Symmetric Two Higgs Doublet Model (MS-2HDM), has been shown to be a
viable option with new states accessible at LHC energies [10, 18].
One possible striking signature of naturally aligned 2HDMs comes from the existence of
a charged scalar state, H±, present in some extended Higgs sectors and general 2HDMs.
Collider searches to date have yielded constraints on models containing a charged Higgs,
but the 2HDM parameter space still contains unexplored regions which could be accessible
with continued running of the LHC [19, 20]. The decays of a sufficiently heavy charged
Higgs boson are typically dominated by H± → tb, giving the possible pp → tbH± → tt¯bb¯
signature1. As the top quarks can decay either hadronically or leptonically, there are a few
possible resulting final states, each of which poses its own challenges for reconstruction and
classification. Here we focus on the dileptonic channel, where both top quarks decay to a
b-jet, charged lepton, and neutrino.
This article is organised as follows. In Sect. II we review the 2HDM and the naturally
aligned MS-2HDM. In Sect. III we introduce a novel analysis for identifying a charged Higgs
boson at the LHC in the dileptonic decay channel and determine the resulting reach for an
H± in the MS-2HDM. Finally, the results of our analysis are summarised in Sect. IV.
1 In this work, we consider both H+ and H− together; quark/anti-quark assignments may be inferred.
Thus, in our notation, σ(pp→ tbH±) = σ(pp→ tb¯H−) + σ(pp→ t¯bH+).
3II. THE TWO HIGGS DOUBLET MODEL
The two complex scalar Higgs fields, transforming as isodoublets (2, 1) under the SM
electroweak gauge group SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , may be represented as
Φi =
(
φ+i
φ0i
)
, (1)
with i = 1, 2; then the most general 2HDM potential may be written as
V = −µ21(Φ†1Φ1)− µ22(Φ†2Φ2)−
[
m212(Φ
†
1Φ2) + H.c.
]
+ λ1(Φ
†
1Φ1)
2 + λ2(Φ
†
2Φ2)
2 + λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1)
+
[
1
2
λ5(Φ
†
1Φ2)
2 + λ6(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
1Φ2) + λ7(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + H.c.
]
. (2)
This contains four real mass parameters µ21,2, Re(m
2
12), Im(m
2
12), and ten real quartic cou-
plings λ1,2,3,4, Re(λ5,6,7), and Im(λ5,6,7). Of these 14 parameters, three parameters can be
removed by a U(2) reparameterisation of the Higgs doublets Φ1 and Φ2 [21]. If we assume CP
conservation, which allows the SM-like Higgs to be a CP-even scalar, then the parameters
in (2) are required to be real. After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), each iso-
doublet acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV) vj such that
√
v21 + v
2
2 = v ≈ 246 GeV
and φ0j = (vj +φj + iaj)/
√
2, where φj and aj are real scalar fields. Three degrees of freedom
become the longitudinal modes of the electroweak gauge bosons, leaving five physical states:
two CP-even scalars h, H with mh < mH ; one CP-odd pseudoscalar A; and two charged
scalars H±. It is then often useful to re-express the mass parameters µ21,2 and quartic cou-
plings λ1–λ5 in terms of the physical masses mh, mH , mA, mH± , along with the ratio of
VEVs, tan β = v2/v1 and the neutral sector mixing term sin(β − α). The angles α and
β govern the mixing between mass eigenstates in the CP-even sector and CP-odd/charged
sectors, respectively.
Each Higgs field has Yukawa interactions with SM fermions, with the quark-sector Yukawa
Lagrangian given by
− LqY = Q¯L(hu1Φ˜1 + hu2Φ˜2)uR + Q¯L(hd1Φ1 + hd2Φ2)dR, (3)
where QL = (uL, dL)
T is the SU(2)L quark doublet, uR and dR are right-handed quark
singlets, and Φ˜i = iσ2Φ
∗
i are the isospin conjugates of Φi. A similar expression holds for
the leptons. Because the potential contains couplings which mix the two isodoublets, a
general 2HDM will produce tree-level flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNCs). One way
to suppress these FCNCs is to impose the Glashow-Weinberg condition [22], introducing a
discrete Z2 symmetry under which charges are assigned to ensure that each type of fermion
couples to only a single Higgs doublet. If the fields transform as
Φ1 → −Φ1, Φ2 → Φ2, uR → uR, dR → ±dR (4)
then at tree level the up-type quarks acquire mass solely from Φ2 and the down-type quarks
acquire mass solely from Φ2 (+) or from Φ1 (−). Including the leptons, there are four
4possible unique assignments; here we will focus mainly on the Type-II 2HDM, in which Φ2
couples only to up-type quarks and Φ1 couples to down-type quarks and charged leptons,
as in the minimal supersymmetric standard model.
A. Natural Alignment in the 2HDM
The couplings of h and H to SM gauge bosons are related to the SM value by a factor of
sin(β−α) and cos(β−α), respectively2, such that when sin(β−α) = 1 (0), h (H) has SM-like
gauge couplings. In addition, the couplings of fermions to the neutral scalars are related to
the SM value for h by cosα/ sin β or − sinα/ cos β, depending on the type of fermion and
Z2 symmetry, and by sinα/ sin β or cosα/ cos β for H. Therefore, when sin(β − α) = 1 (0),
h (H) also has SM-like couplings to fermions. When this alignment condition is met, one
of the neutral scalars looks identical to a SM Higgs boson in its tree-level interactions with
other SM particles.
The CP-even mass matrix in the 2HDM may be expressed as [10]
M2S =
(
cβ −sβ
sβ cβ
)(
Â Ĉ
Ĉ B̂
)(
cβ sβ
−sβ cβ
)
, (5)
where cβ = cos β, sβ = sin β, and
Â = 2v2
[
c4βλ1 + s
2
βc
2
βλ345 + s
4
βλ2 + 2sβcβ(c
2
βλ6 + s
2
βλ7)
]
, (6)
B̂ = m2A + λ5v
2 + 2v2
[
s2βc
2
β(λ1 + λ2 − λ345)− sβcβ(c2β − s2β)(λ6 − λ7)
]
, (7)
Ĉ = v2
[
s3βcβ(2λ2 − λ345)− c3βsβ(2λ1 − λ345) + c2β(1− 4s2β)λ6 + s2β(4c2β − 1)λ7
]
, (8)
where λ345 = λ3 + λ4 + λ5. The pseudoscalar mass mA and charged Higgs mass mH± are
m2A = m
2
H± +
v2
2
(λ4 − λ5), (9)
mH± =
m212
sβcβ
− v
2
2
(λ4 + λ5) +
v2
2sβcβ
(λ6c
2
β + λ7s
2
β). (10)
Diagonalisation of M2S gives the CP-even mass eigenstates, H and h,(
H
h
)
=
(
cα sα
−sα cα
)(
φ1
φ2
)
, (11)
such that (
m2H 0
0 m2h
)
=
(
cα sα
−sα cα
)
M2S
(
cα −sα
sα cα
)
=
(
cβ−α −sβ−α
sβ−α cβ−α
)(
Â Ĉ
Ĉ B̂
)(
cβ−α sβ−α
−sβ−α cβ−α
)
. (12)
2 A different convention for α is sometimes chosen such that these assignments are reversed.
5For the alignment condition, sin(β−α) = 1 (or cos(β−α) = 1), (12) may only be satisfied if
Ĉ = 0. The alignment condition in a general CP-conserving 2HDM may then be expressed
as
λ7t
4
β − (2λ2 − λ345)t3β + 3(λ6 − λ7)t2β + (2λ1 − λ345)tβ − λ6 = 0, (13)
where tβ = tan β (see also [9] for an equivalent expression). To satisfy (13) for all values of
tan β, the coefficients of each power of tan β must vanish, thus yielding the conditions for
natural alignment [10, 14]:
λ1 = λ2 = λ345/2 , λ6 = λ7 = 0 . (14)
The U(1)Y -invariant 2HDM potential contains 13 accidental symmetries, which have been
fully classified in [23, 24] upon extending the bilinear field formalism in [25–27]3. Of these,
three restrict the quartic couplings such that the natural alignment conditions of (14) are
met [10, 14]:
SO(5) : λ1 = λ2 = λ3/2, λ4 = λ5 = λ6 = λ7 = 0, (15)
O(3)×O(2) : λ1 = λ2, λ3 = 2λ1 − λ4, λ5 = λ6 = λ7 = 0, (16)
Z2 × [O(2)]2 : λ1 = λ2, λ3 = 2λ1 − (λ4 + λ5), λ6 = λ7 = 0. (17)
While all the above symmetries are exactly realized when µ21 = µ
2
2 and m
2
12 = 0, their soft-
breaking by an arbitrary choice of the parameters µ21,2 and m
2
12 will still be sufficient to give
rise to alignment, at least at the tree level. For this reason, we call (15)–(17) symmetries of
natural alignment.
In the following, we will focus on the Maximally Symmetric 2HDM (MS-2HDM) [10]
which possesses an SO(5) invariant potential in the extended bilinear field formalism [23].
The parameters in (15) produce one massive CP-even scalar with mh = 2λ1v
2. The other
four physical scalars (H, A, H±) become massless and would participate in decays of SM
particles, which is inconsistent with observation. The custodial SO(5) symmetry, which is
violated by U(1)Y hypercharge and the Yukawa couplings, could be realised at some high
scale, µX , with the electroweak scale behaviour determined by the renormalisation group
(RG) evolution of the parameters, but this alone is unable to sufficiently raise the masses [10].
However, a viable Higgs spectrum is achievable by introducing a soft breaking term Re(m212),
which yields
m2h = 2λ1v
2 , m2H = m
2
A = m
2
H± =
Re(m212)
sβcβ
. (18)
As stated above, the alignment conditions in (14) do not depend on the soft-breaking pa-
rameters, e.g. m212, and as such alignment will still occur at the symmetry breaking scale.
RG evolution to the electroweak scale will introduce some misalignment, but for a wide range
of tan β and µX , a viable low energy theory is possible [10]. In the remainder of this work,
we do not choose a particular scale µX to evaluate the RG evolution of parameters, but de-
fine 2HDM parameters according to (15) and (18), ingoring RG effects. For the purposes of
this study, this consideration provides an appropriate working hypothesis for our numerical
analysis that follows in Section III.
3 We note that only six symmetries of 13 are preserved by U(1)Y gauge interactions beyond the tree-level
approximation [26, 28, 29]
6B. Charged Higgs Bosons in the 2HDM
In the 2HDM, charged Higgs bosons have couplings to fermions given by
LH± = −H+
(√
2Vud
v
u¯(muXPL +mdY )d+
√
2m`
v
Zν¯L`R
)
+ H.c., (19)
where terms containing u, d, and ` are summed over three generations and Vud is the CKM
matrix. In Type-II models, the real parameters become X = cot β, and Y = Z = − tan β.
Because the couplings are proportional to fermion masses, the H±tb coupling typically dom-
inates; in Type-II models, it is maximised at large and small tan β. Consequently, this
coupling can play a major role in charged Higgs production. A light charged Higgs can
be produced through the top quark decay t → H±b, and a heavy charged Higgs can be
produced as gg → tbH±, or in the five flavour scheme, gb→ tH±, as seen in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Dileptonic decay channel of charged Higgs production in association with top quarks in
the four-flavour and five-flavour schemes, respectively.
Charged Higgs bosons H± may also decay through their couplings to fermions, with a
preference for heavier fermions when kinematically allowed. Numerous searches have been
performed at LEP [30], Tevatron [31–33], and the LHC [34–38] for the decays of H+ to
τ+ντ , cs¯, and for sufficiently heavy H
+, to tb¯. Charged Higgs bosons can, in principal,
also decay to W±-bosons and any of the neutral Higgs bosons, h, H and A. Although
H± → W±h can be observed by taking advantage of the already-measured properties of the
observed h [39], the H±W∓h coupling is proportional to cos(β − α), which vanishes in the
alignment limit considered here. Moreover, in the MS-2HDM, the near-degeneracy of H,
A, and H± leads to a kinematic suppression of the decays H± → W±H or H± → W±A.
Then pp → tbH± → tt¯bb¯ is a natural search channel for a heavy H± in the MS-2HDM.
The ATLAS collaboration has recently published such a search using 36.1 fb−1 of data
at
√
s = 13 TeV, combining dileptonic and semi-leptonic final states to place limits on
7σ(pp → tbH±) × BR(H± → tb) ranging from 2.9 pb at mH± = 200 GeV to 0.070 pb at
mH± = 2000 GeV [38].
The predicted signal cross sections for the production of heavy Higgs bosons in association
with top quarks in the MS-2HDM are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the four and five flavour
schemes, respectively. Like the charged Higgs bosons, the neutral Higgs bosons couple
preferentially to third-generation fermions. This means that they can also mediate large
tt¯bb¯ signals, also illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. However, for additional Higgs boson masses
which are nearly degenerate, charged Higgs production dominates this channel for a large
range of tan β.
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FIG. 2. Cross sections for tt¯bb¯ production in the the MS-2HDM in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV.
The legend denotes how the heavy Higgs bosons decay. All cross sections here are calculated in
the four flavour scheme with no kinematic cuts with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [40].
In addition to direct searches, charged Higgs bosons can enhance rare flavour-changing
decays, in particular the B meson decay B → Xsγ. Precise measurement of these decay
rates and calculation of their predicted values in the SM place tight constraints on Type-
II models, with lower limits on mH± in the 570 − 800 GeV range, with a high sensitivity
to the exact method used [41]. Performing direct searches for H± at the LHC provides a
complimentary means of testing these limits while probing a larger mass range.
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FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but in the five flavour scheme.
III. CHARGED HIGGS SIGNAL AT THE LHC
In this section, we consider the LHC production and decay of a charged Higgs bo-
son via the process pp → t(b)H± → tt¯bb¯, focusing on the dileptonic decay channel4
(bbb¯b¯`+`−ν`ν¯`), as illustrated in Fig. 1. The backgrounds we consider for this channel
are tt¯bb¯, tt¯cc¯, and tt¯ + light jets(g, u, d, s). We generate signal and background events
with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [40], shower with Pythia6 [43], and finally perform jet re-
construction and detector simulation using FastJet [44] and DELPHES-3.4.1 [45], using
the ATLAS configuration card. Jets are defined using the anti-kt algorithm with radius
parameter R = 0.4. The signal process for a Type-II 2HDM in the alignment limit is
generated using the 2HDMC [46] model for MadGraph. For the signal, tH±, tH±j, and
tH±b samples are generated in the 5-flavour scheme and matched using the MLM proce-
dure as implemented by MadGraph and Pythia, with a matching scale of mH±/4. The
cross sections are then normalised to the Santander-matched cross sections given by the
LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [47–51]. For the backgrounds, tt¯ + 0, 1, 2 jet
(five flavour) samples are generated5 and matched at a scale of 80 GeV. Other minor
backgrounds, such as single-top production, are not considered; these are shown to affect
the final result by, at most, 3–4.5%, and more commonly by less than 1%. Interferences
between signal and background are also found to be negligible. Though other scalars in the
2HDM could contribute to a tt¯bb¯ signal, we restrict ourselves here to processes containing a
4 See [42] for a recent proposal for the hadronic and semi-leptonic channels.
5 For practical reasons, samples are produced separately for different jet flavours accompanying the tt¯ pair.
9charged Higgs boson. We generate samples of signal events with tan β = 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60
and 200 GeV ≤ mH± ≤ 1000 GeV in steps of 100 GeV. Additional samples with
(tan β,mH±) = (50, 200), (40, 300), (50, 300), (40, 400), (50, 400), (50, 500) for finer granu-
larity in the regions with most sensitivity.
In the dileptonic channel, the final state contains four b quarks, two charged leptons
(`± = e±, µ±), and two neutrinos, on which we impose an initial selection:
• Exactly two leptons with transverse momenta pT > 20 GeV, pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5,
invariant dilepton mass m`` > 12 GeV and |m`` −mZ | > 10 GeV, with separation
∆R`` > 0.4.
• Missing transverse energy  ET > 40 GeV.
• The event must contain at least three jets with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.4, with a
leading jet pT > 30 GeV; at least two of these jets must be b-tagged. A b-tagged jet is
one that is identified as likely to contain a b-hadron. The sample is split into 3-jet and
≥4-jet regions. After ordering by pT , the first four (three for 3-jet events) b-tagged jets
are taken if possible. If less than four jets are b-tagged, the highest pT non-b-tagged
jet(s) are additionally taken to select four (three for 3-jet events) total jets. These are
henceforth collectively called b-jets.
The effect of each of these requirements is shown in Fig. 4 for an illustrative value of
tan β = 10 and at three masses, mH± = 200, 500, 800 GeV. The proportion of signal events
that remain after selection is approximately constant across tan β for a given mass. The
effect of the selection on the SM backgrounds is also shown in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. The number of events, normalised to an integrated luminosity of 150 fb−1, that survive
after each stage of the selection process, for three signal masses at tanβ = 10, overlaid with the
SM backgrounds.
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The reconstruction and classification of signal events in this channel present several chal-
lenges, which we address with a three step analysis utilising boosted decision trees (BDTs):
• A reconstruction BDT to identify the b-jets originating from the b-quarks bt,btH ,bH as
defined in Fig 1.
• A neutrino weighting procedure to reconstruct the two neutrino momenta and to
identify the correct b–`± pairings in top decays.
• A classification BDT trained to distinguish signal and background events using the
reconstruction from the first two steps. A template fit is performed on the output of
this BDT to obtain limits.
A. Boosted decision trees
A BDT is a structure for classifying events by considering observables to produce a single
value quantifying how signal- or background-like a given event is. This is done by training on
Monte Carlo samples of signal and background. A decision tree consists of several successive
layers of nodes, beginning with a single root node. At each node, the variable providing the
greatest discriminating power is determined, using the training events, and an appropriate
cut is applied. This causes a split into two new nodes, one expected to contain signal and
one for background, and the best discriminating variables for the new nodes are determined.
This processing of splitting and creating new nodes continues until a newly created node
receives a subset of training events which contains less than a threshold number of events,
meets a condition on purity (e.g. mostly signal events), or reaches a maximum tree depth.
This node is designated as an end node which assigns a classification corresponding to the
dominant type of event in the subset of training events it received. After training, each
event can thus be categorised as ‘signal-like’ or ‘background-like’.
Boosting is a procedure which combines several weak classifiers into a stronger classifier.
When applied to decision trees, boosting has been shown to improve both performance and
stability [52]. Once an initial decision tree has been generated, events in the training sample
are assigned weights. Training events which are misclassified by the initial decision tree are
weighted more heavily than those which are correctly classified. This new reweighted sample
is then used to train a new decision tree, which may then be used to generate a new set of
weights for the training sample to generate yet another decision tree. This procedure repeats
several times to create a set of decision trees (a ‘forest’); when analysing an event, each tree
is queried for a classification (e.g. −1 for background, +1 for signal), and a weighted average
of the responses gives a final score. Several different boosting algorithms exist with different
weighting procedures for the training events and trees. In this work, we use the AdaBoost
algorithm [53] with β = 0.5 for the reconstruction BDT and the GradientBoost algorithm
with Shrinkage=0.3 for the classification BDT.
Throughout this work we implement BDTs using the TMVA package [52] to generate
forests of 400 (100) trees for the reconstruction (classification) BDT, each with a maximum
depth of three layers. The cuts at each node are chosen to minimise the sum of the Gini
11
indices of the resulting subsets of events, weighted by the fraction of events in each subset,
where Gini = p(1− p) for a sample with signal purity p = Nsignal/Ntotal.
B. Reconstruction BDT
As shown in Fig. 1, there are three b-jets whose origin must be determined: bt from
the decay of the associated top, bH from the charged Higgs decay, and btH from the top
quark from the charged Higgs decay. An additional jet, bg is emitted from the initial gluon
(or, in the five flavour scheme, produced in the parton shower), and is not considered in the
reconstruction BDT. The b-jets are matched to parton-level (truth) b-quarks by determining
which jet-quark pairs have the smallest separation in η-φ, called ∆R, providing ∆R ≤ 0.4.
The performance of this b-jet to quark matching procedure is shown in the first row of
Table I. This shows that the matching is generally stable with mass, except at 200 GeV
where the efficiency is lower.
From the b-jet to quark matching, we know the true origin of each b-jet. Then, we iterate
through all combinations of b-jets, labelling them btH , bt and bH . A permutation is, therefore,
correct if all three b-jets have the same true origin as the label assigned to them; otherwise,
it is incorrect. In order to separate the correct permutation from all of the possible incorrect
permutations for a given event, we train a reconstruction BDT on each of the signal samples.
This takes advantage of variations in kinematics due to model parameters. In this BDT,
the correct permutation in an event serves as the ‘signal’, and all incorrect permutations
are ‘background’. For events where the matching procedure does not find pairings to all of
btH , bt, and bH , all permutations in that event are ‘background’. The reconstruction BDT
is trained on 57 observables:
• ∆R(bi, la), ∆η(bi, la), ∆φ(bi, la), pbi+laT , m(bi, la), where i = tH, t and a = +,−
• |m(l+, btH)−m(l−, bt)| and |m(l−, btH)−m(l+, bt)|
• pbjT where j = tH,H, t
• ∆R(btH , bk), ∆η(btH , bk), ∆φ(btH , bk), pbtH+bkT , m(btH , bk) where k = H, t
• ∆R(tHa , bH), ∆η(tHa , bH), ∆φ(tHa , bH), ptHa ,bHT , m(tHa , bH) where a = +,−
• ∆R(tHa , tc), ∆η(tHa , tc), ∆φ(tHa , tc), where (Ha, tc) = (H+, t¯) or (H−, t)
• m(Ha)−m(bH) where a = +,−
• m(H+)−m(t¯) and m(H−)−m(t)
• pH±+totherT
• m(H±, tother)
Here we define tH± = btH + `H , H
± = tH± + bH , and tother = bt + `other, where `H is the
charged lepton from the H± decay, and `other is the lepton not used in defining H±.
When using the reconstruction BDT to analyse an event, we obtain the BDT output
for each possible arrangement of jets and select the one with the highest value for further
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analysis. The BDT output distributions for correctly and incorrectly matched events is
shown in Fig. 5. There is a clear separation between ‘signal’ and ‘background’ that improves
for large mH± , after falling off from mH± = 200 GeV to 300 GeV. While these distributions
are shown only for tan β = 2, the performance of the reconstruction BDT for the full range
of tan β = 1− 60 is shown in the second and third rows of Table I. The separation, 〈S2〉, is
defined as
〈S2〉 = 1
2
∫
(yˆS(y)− yˆB(y))2
yˆS(y) + yˆB(y)
dy, (20)
where y is the BDT response and yˆS and yˆB are the signal and background probability
distribution functions, respectively. The performance improves with mH± following a steep
decline from mH± = 200 GeV to 300 GeV. Also, the correct assignments are identified in
a large fraction of events, bearing in mind both the large number of incorrect combinations
and events in which at least one of the relevant b-jets is not reconstructed or chosen in the
initial selection. We further note that the small variation in performance indicates that this
step in the analysis is only mildly dependent on tan β.
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FIG. 5. Reconstruction BDT response for mH± = 200, 300, 500, 900 GeV and tanβ = 2.
At low mH± , we find that the most important BDT input
6 is m(btH , bH), whereas at large
mH± , p
bH
T becomes the most important. The distributions for these observables are shown
in Fig. 6, along with ∆φ(btH , bH). The distributions for the correct permutation vary with
mass more strongly than those of the incorrect distributions, which are generally fixed for
all mH± . This results in a turning point around 300 GeV where the correct and incorrect
6 Here the relative importance of a observable is determined by how often it is used to split a node, weighted
by the number of events in the node and the squared separation gain achieved, as defined in TMVA [52].
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FIG. 6. Distributions of some of the most important observables in the reconstruction BDT:
m(btH , bH), p
bH
T , and φ(btH)− φ(bH). Each of these observables is built entirely on charged Higgs
decay products and exhibits greater separation between correct and incorrect combinations at low
or high mH± .
distributions are very similar. This is evident in the BDT performance metrics in Table I,
which show a sharp dropoff from 200–300 GeV followed by a steady increase towards larger
mH± .
mH±
200 GeV 300 GeV 500 GeV 700 GeV 900 GeV
b-jet to quark matching [%] 34.51 – 38.86 61.77 – 65.31 60.04 – 65.25 59.57 – 65.02 58.80 - 64.70
Reconstruction BDT separation 0.62–0.69 0.30 – 0.39 0.52 – 0.60 0.63 – 0.70 0.70 – 0.75
(bt, bH , btH) correct [%] 23.4–25.6 19.4 – 24.2 29.8 – 31.0 34.2 – 36.7 37.0 – 40.5
Neutrino weighting solution exists [%] 90.1–91.9 95.4 – 97.3 93.3 – 95.9 90.9 – 94.2 88.3 – 93.3
H± charge correct [%] (all events) 55.9–58.6 56.3 – 59.7 58.3 – 59.4 61.8 – 63.1 65.2 – 66.4
H± charge correct [%] (events with correct (bt, bH , btH)) 84.0–85.8 80.3 – 81.3 82.3 – 84.1 86.4 – 87.3 88.8 – 89.3
(bt, bH , btH) correct & H
± charge correct [%] 19.8–21.9 15.6 – 19.7 24.7 – 26.1 29.8 – 31.8 33.1 – 36.2
TABLE I. Performance of reconstruction BDT and neutrino weighting procedure for tanβ = 1−60,
with minimum and maximum values.
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C. Neutrino Weighting
Once the correct jet permutation is identified, it is still necessary to determine the neu-
trino momenta in order to fully reconstruct the event. Since the neutrinos are reconstructed
only in the form of  ET , their individual momenta are unknown. Each neutrino comes from
a top (t → W+b,W+ → `+ν`) or anti-top decay, which means the neutrino momenta can
be constrained by the top and W masses. The two  ET and four mass constraints are in
principle sufficient to determine the neutrino momenta, though the quadratic nature of the
mass constraints and the uncertain pairing of leptons do not provide a unique solution. To
reconstruct the neutrino momenta, we follow a neutrino weighting procedure. This attempts
to find the allowed pair of neutrino momenta which best reproduces the observed missing
energy. Neutrino weighting is a procedure originally developed at the DØ experiment [54, 55]
for top quark mass measurements; it has since been used in other measurements, such as the
tt¯ differential cross section at ATLAS [56]. To the best of our knowledge, it has never been
used before in an analysis of the tt¯bb¯ channel. In our implementation of neutrino weighting,
we sample values from a Gaussian for the pseudorapidity of the two neutrinos, η1 and η2, in
the range −5 ≤ ηi ≤ 5. To account for variation in the invariant masses of the top quarks
and increase the likelihood of finding real solutions, we also scan between 171.5 GeV and
174.0 GeV independently for both mt and mt¯. To account for jet resolution, we similarly
iterate over several energies of the b-jets, sampling from a Gaussian. For each set of values
considered, we solve for the momentum of each neutrino using
(pb + p` + pν)
2 = m2t ,
(p` + pν)
2 = m2W . (21)
This reduces to a quadratic constraint for each neutrino, producing up to four real solutions
overall. Additionally, there are two possible ways to pair the leptons and b-jets. For each
solution, we calculate a weight
w = exp
(
−( E
calc
T − EobsT )2
2σ2ET
)
exp
(
−(φ
calc − φobs)2
2σ2
φ
)
, (22)
where φ is the azimuthal angle of the missing energy. The resolution of  E
obs
T is given by
σET = 0.2 ET , following the ATLAS resolution [57]. The resolution of φ
obs is given by
σ
φ
= 0.05, a fixed-value based on the MET resolution in studies from Z boson events during
ATLAS Run-1. Out of all the combinations and solutions, we choose the one with the highest
weight and take the corresponding neutrino momenta and `–b pairings for the remainder of
our analysis. If the neutrino weighting procedure is unable to find a real solution for any
configuration, the event is discarded.
The performance of the neutrino weighting procedure is shown in Table I. We see that a
solution is found a high percentage of the time, and the `–b pair coming from the charged
Higgs decay, which indicates the charge of the Higgs boson, is identified correctly more often
than not. Since this procedure uses the b-jet assignments from the reconstruction BDT,
to isolate the performance of neutrino weighting, we also show in Table I the fraction of
events correctly reconstructing the charge of the Higgs boson when considering only events
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FIG. 7. Comparison of pT for the truth top and the reconstructed top using the reconstruction
BDT and neutrino weighting procedure, for mH± = 300, 500, 700, 900 GeV and tanβ = 2.
for which the b-jets have been correctly assigned, which we find happens for 80–90% of such
events.
As with the reconstruction BDT, the neutrino weighting procedure sees only a small
variation in performance over the range of tan β. The fraction of events for which all b-jets
and leptons are correctly assigned is shown in Table I. Despite seemingly low efficiencies,
this is largely a reflection of the large number of possible b-jet permutations. The procedure
performs much better than a random choice. Ultimately, we use the reconstructed neutrino
momenta to reconstruct the top quarks. In Fig. 7 the reconstructed (reco) top pT is compared
to the corresponding truth top pT . These show strong correlations.
D. Classification
After the reconstruction BDT and neutrino weighting procedure, we have determined the
grouping and momenta for all of the final state particles shown in Fig. 1. This allows us
to reconstruct a charged Higgs mass, which can help discriminate between signal and back-
ground, especially for large masses. However, a stronger discriminant can be constructed
by taking advantage of the full kinematic information with a second BDT. This classifica-
tion BDT is trained on the charged Higgs signal and the combined SM backgrounds after
reconstructing the events. The classification BDT is trained on 21 observables:
• Maximum weight from the reconstruction BDT
• HT =
∑
i |~pi,T | for i =all jets and leptons
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• Centrality = HT/E, where E =
∑
iEi for i =all jets and leptons
• m(bi, bj) and m(bi, lj) for i, j giving smallest ∆R
• min(m(bi, lj)) and max(m(bi, lj))
• m(b1, b2), m(tH , bH)
• pb1+b2T , pbHT , pb1+t1T , ptHT , ptotherT
• ∆R(b1, b2), ∆R(b1, t1), ∆R(tH , tnon-H), ∆R(tH , bH), ∆R(btH , bH), ∆R(bt, bH)
• cos θ(lH , bH), the angle between bH and `tH in the reconstructed H± rest frame
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FIG. 8. Classification BDT response for mH± = 200, 300, 400, 500, 700, 900 GeV and tanβ = 2.
Here, b1 (b2) is the b-jet with the (second) highest pT ; t1 is the reconstructed top (in-
cluding the neutrino) with the highest pT . In general, observables such as m(j1, j2), the
reconstruction BDT weight, and m(tH , bH) contribute highly to the BDTs. The observables
pbHT and HT become important at higher mass.
The performance of the classification BDT is shown for several charged Higgs masses in
Fig. 8. While there is only a small separation between signal and background at low mH± ,
as mH± increases the discriminating power of the BDT increases. This is also apparent in
Table II. As with the reconstruction BDT, there is also an increase in separation at low mH± ,
though the effect is smaller here. The cause of the drop in separation at 300 and 400 GeV
is because the kinematics of signal and background are most similar at these masses. This
can be seen in the invariant mass of the reconstructed charged Higgs, for example, which is
shown in Fig. 9. The classification BDT at 200 GeV performs better largely because of the
reconstruction BDT weight.
The dependence of separation on tan β is mild for the entire mass range. One of the
observables with the largest tan β dependence in the classification BDT is cos θ(lH , bH),
shown in Appendix A.
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FIG. 9. Invariant mass of the reconstructed charged Higgs boson at different generated masses for
tanβ = 2. The charged Higgs mass is reconstructed well across all masses.
tanβ
mH± [GeV] 1 2 5 10 15 30 60
200 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.22
300 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.16
400 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11
500 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14
600 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.21
700 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29
800 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.36
900 0.46 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.43
1000 0.52 0.55 0.54 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.49
TABLE II. Separation 〈S2〉 between signal and background in the classification BDT.
E. LHC sensitivity
We determine the sensitivity of this analysis setup at the LHC. As a benchmark, we
assume an integrated luminosity of 150 fb−1, corresponding to LHC Run 2. We derive limits
on the H± mediated pp → tt¯bb¯ cross section using the CLS method [58]. The samples are
split into a set of signal and control regions based on the number of jets and the number of
b-tagged jets in each event. The signal regions are ≥ 4j ≥ 4b, ≥ 4j3b and 3j3b; the control
regions are 3j2b and 4j2b, used to gain a handle on the background in the fit. The derived
limits are shown in Fig. 10 for several values of tan β and compared with the theoretical signal
cross section in the MS-2HDM, given by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [47–
18
51]. Figure 11 shows that, at this luminosity, we can exclude small and large values of tan β,
for which the H±tb coupling is the largest.
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FIG. 11. Exclusion limits for the MS-2HDM at the 13 TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of
150 fb−1.
While the theoretical cross section has a strong dependence on tan β, the expected limits
on σ×BR depend only mildly on tan β, as shown in Appendix A. Consequently, we expect
that cross section limits set by this analysis would readily extend to other realisations of the
2HDM, as well as other models with a charged scalar coupling to third-generation quarks.
The limits are compared to those of the most recent ATLAS search in the H± → tb
decay channel [38], which does not seek to reconstruct the charged Higgs bosons. This
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search combines the dilepton and lepton+jets channels. As our study is restricted to the
dilepton channel, a fair comparison is made by training the classification BDT described in
Ref. [38] on our MC samples. The limits obtained from this approach are then compared to
the results in Fig. 10. For intermediate masses (400-600 GeV), improvements of 10-15% may
be seen by including the information from reconstruction. As well as improving these limits,
a major benefit of the reconstruction is that it provides variables that allow the possibility,
in the future, of differential cross-section measurements.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have shown that the charged Higgs boson of the MS-2HDM may be
probed in the dileptonic tt¯ channel at the LHC for large and small values of tan β, and masses
as large as ∼ 680 GeV. This analysis could be extended by including the single lepton and
fully hadronic channels. Additionally, there exist contributions to the tt¯bb¯ channel from the
two neutral MS-2HDM states, H and A, as shown in Fig. 2. Due to differences in their
kinematic distributions, it is likely these neutral states would warrant a separate analysis
which could be combined with this result. The neutral states could also mediate significant
4t or 4b cross sections, depending on the value of tan β.
Furthermore, the analysis presented here generalises to other realisations of the 2HDM
and any theory containing a charged scalar with large couplings to third-generation quarks.
The small variation in the final limits on σ×BR with tan β suggest that they are dominated
by kinematics, rather than other model parameters. This means that they can be readily
applied to similar scenarios with little loss of accuracy. In conclusion, the success of the
neutrino weighting procedure, which we implemented in the tt¯bb¯ channel for the first time
in this article, give us renewed impetus to apply this procedure to similar channels in the
near future.
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Appendix A: Dependence on tanβ
Figure 12 is an example observable that demonstrates the effect of tan β on the kinematics
of the signal. Good agreement is seen in general between the truth b-partons and the
reconstructed jets (from the reconstruction BDT), improving at higher mass where the
reconstruction method has better performance. From the figure, we can see that lH and bH)
are generally produced back-to-back. At larger tan β, the angular spread increases.
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FIG. 12. The observable cos θ(lH , bH) for the truth partons and for reconstructed jets at tanβ =
2, 60 and mH± = 300, 900 GeV, for events where the charged Higgs is correctly reconstructed.
Figure 13 shows the dependence of tan β on the limits, shown by the dashed line, for
given masses. In general, the tan β dependence is small. The solid line is the theoretical
cross-section.
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FIG. 13. Exclusion limits on σ ×BR vs tanβ for mH± = 300, 500, 700, 900 GeV.
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